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Don’t be silly. We know why. We just don’t want to say.

So the Media and their polls have told us that [in Canada] 7 out of 10 people want to keep the masks.
And why might that be?

They can hide their crooked teeth. Or their unbrushed teeth. Or their morning-after-the-night-before
breath. They don’t have to wear make-up. Or shave. Or wash their faces or their children’s faces.

They can stick their tongue out at people without being caught. They can whisper without lip readers.
They can smile and smirk and bite their lips. They can hide their cosmetic surgery in progress.They
can hide their chin hairs and warts and zits and leftover food in their moustaches.

They can rob a bank or say whatever they want to strangers because no one knows who they are and
even the cameras don’t know.

God only knows what’s going on behind those masks!

But! Those mask-wearing people are free in a weird weird way. Advocates of the new abnormal 
have found a form of freedom from social norms behind a mask.
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How is that possible? Is it possible that masks are freedom? No wonder we’re all mixed up. We don’t
even know what freedom is anymore.

Or is it because we lost the freedom to have crooked teeth, no makeup and snarky opinions in the real
world due to ever evolving relentless social norms and now have to hide for any sort of
freedom…Hmmm…

Seems to be true for a lot of things now doesn’t it?

(Except for anything sexual. You can pretty much proclaim or do anything publicly now. Except child 
molestation. You can apparently sniff but not anything else. But I’m doing that digression thing again…)

So, let’s get this straight— when we see someone in a mask are they to be feared as nasty snaggle-
toothed leprous sneaky sociopaths with sharp tongues and nefarious intentions?

Or are they just victims grasping for what little freedom they can garner in a socially punishing world?
Hmmm… It could well be either one… How would we know?

Nevertheless, this is all terribly alarming. WHAT is going on? 7 out of 10 of us!!!

Well, I have a theory. Beyond the usual theories of enforced enslavement, virtue signalling, forced
shame, neurosis, herd-like conditioning, continued fear porn,
dehumanization/objectification/subjugation/alienation, circumvention of facial-recognition systems,
gateway moves to social credit scores, anti-feminist one-step-to-the-forced-wearing-of-shuttlecock-
burkas assault and the ultimate theory that this poll is nonsense propaganda from our captured media.

All of these theories are as good as the next as long as science seems to have little to do with mask
mandates. I mean, real science by independent researchers.

Beyond these theories is the “we’re in the Dark Ages during the plague years of 1346 or so 
again” theory of mine which I thought I might as well throw into the mix now that we’re all 
mixed up about freedom and stuff.

Not that there is a plague or anything really at the moment but because people’s reactions don’t
change. Not through all these centuries. We’ve changed NOT at all.

Here’s my theory: People wearing masks are the flagellants of the dark ages during the plague 
years who would run around whipping themselves publicly for God’s forgiveness and 
atonement or something.

Now during the plague years we would have asked a priest about all this guilt and fear stuff that drive
flagellants to be flagellants but today we ask the psychologists.

This is because many if not all of the first world countries have become atheistic and have 
abandoned religion. But human nature needs what human nature needs—hence the psychologists
for priests e.g. or Fauci as Pope and Schwaub as God and Greta as Mother Mary Marx.

Some people believe either technology, money, or medicine has replaced religion but it is clearly
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evident that it is the Green movement. If we can accept that religion is something that people
participate in every day in a meaningful way, then clearly the Green movement has it all. It has priests,
codes of behaviours, dictates and forbidden things.

It has a hell (the world as it is going now) and it has a heaven (sustainable development in utopia) It
has worshippers. It has the holy and the damned. It has flagellants. And the people now wearing
masks are them.

After thirty or so years of being told humans are responsible for killing the planet and being driven to
weeping guilt over spending and frivolity and recycling and plastic and gas and beef-pork pies, humans
are despicable.

They know it. [ . . . ]
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